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SUMMARY storeS, 6, 7 and the cathpdet-ray tube store,8. 11 both of which have 
An experimental electronic computing machine has been constructed, been used as the basis of working machines. 

\Ising the serial binary-digital system of number representation. The The paper' describes an experimental computing machine 
principle of its operatien is explained by means of an analogy; and its built, primarily, to investigate the engineering problems involved . 
design and construction are described in detaiL Although the machine in the use of the cathode-ray-tube storage-system mention~ 
issmalljn size, it has been designed with a view to expansion, and above, and to ~bject the system to the most searching tests 
will then be intrinsically capable of performing any computation possible. the machine has been built on a small scale as regards 
,au~omatically. storage capacity and complexity of computing circuits, and it can 

---" . -- .. --- deal only with quite trivial computations.· None the less, it is 

(1) INTRODUCfION \ 
, Science and engineering rely to an increasing extent on com

,wtatit:m as a means of making the fullest p"ossible use-of existing 
knowledge; if normal .methods of computation are employed, 

:":{he solution of a problem may require months of uninteresting 
and~ ~ioa great extent, purely mechanical work 'by human com
puters .. The mechanical nature of the~work gave rise to the idea 

: . of automatic computing machines. There is nothing new in this 
'idea, for the construction of an automatic computing machine 
was proposed by Charles Babbage l as long ago as 1864. Bab
bage's machine was to contain a "mill," where arithmetical 
operations were performed on data drawn from, the ··store." 

; He realized that it is not sufficient to provide equipment which is 
"! merely capable of performing arithmetical operations on num

bers fed to it by a human being; it is desirable that the machine 
should undertake the whole of a computation, consisting of a 
very large number of such operatiops, on a variety of different 
numbers. Furthermore, the amount of human intervontion 
required should be confined to formulating, at the start, a pJan 
for the computation and taking note, at the finish, of the answer. 

'the m~hine must, therefore, have automatic access to its 
operating instructions and to the numbers with which they are 
concerned, so that a storage system is essential. The store must 

, hold a large quantity of information, in order to allow of lengthy 
computation without r~ference to the human operator, and it 
must preferably permit of rapid access to any portion of such 
information in order to work much faster than a human 

,computer. , 
Babbage'sfnachine would be too slow in operation for most 

/ ptesent-dayneeds, 'and, with this in mind, machines using 
electronic techniques have been constructed,2, 3,4 such as the 

,;Eniac. In this machine, ten double-triode valves were used to 
~storeeach decimal digit, so that, although the machine contained 

, 18000 valves, the storage capacity was far too small for any 
except the restricted types of computation for which it was 

"' ' designed.,' 
'Thus the neecf'for universal high-speed automatic computing 

machines has stimulated work on inexpensive storage-systems of 
large capacity, which allow access to the stored numbers at high 

. speed. Two practical systems are the mercury delay-tine 
, ._.----------------------> .' '. ,Written contributions on papers published without beina read at meetings are 
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c-onsidered 'Worthy of description, first, because the engineering 
and mathematical principles involved are the basis on which more 
complex machines have been desi&ned, and secondly, because it 
is felt that those principles will be more' readily grasped by the 
general reader if described in terms of the ,small machine. 

Alth'ough it is possible to solve extremely complex mathe
matical problems with the aid of an enlarged machine of the type 
being considered, it will now be shown that no mathematical 
skill is required of the machine; all that is required is slavish 
obedience to the instructions which have been given to it by a 
human agency. 

(2) COMPUTING WITHOUT MATHEMATICAL SKILL 

(2. 1) ]be Basic Principle 

If any computation is to be performed without the necessity 
for thought, the steps in the computation must be systematic and 
inflexible. • Fig. 1 contains the outline of a system which makes 
this possible. It is cortVenient in the first instance, to forget the 
electronic character of the machine and to assume that the com
putation is to be performed' by a human being, but one whose 
capabilities are "restricted to those...listed· under "Facilities." 
The blocks marked Instructions (I), Numbers (N)~ Accumulator 
(A), and Control (C) may be treated as sheets of paper, the A 
and C sheets being initially blank and the instructions sheet 
bearing a list of instructions on separate numbered lines (I J to 
Ij ). The numbers sheet also has numbered liqes (N I to Nk ), 

some containing numbers to be used in the computation and 
some to be used as working space. 

Referring to, the "rules," an external. stimulus is, needed to 
change the state of the human being from "quiescent" to 
"active," and thereafter operations I, 2 and ) are performed 
over and over again until facility 7 changes the state back to 
quiescent. 

That a system of this kind can perfOl'm a calculation will be 
illustrated by an example. 

(2.2) Example of a Simple Calculation 

In the example chosen, it is required to determine the highest 
factor of an' integer, x, the method being to divide x by integral 
trial factors which decrease successively' by unity until one is 
found which gives zero remainder. Th¥, technique used for 
division is repeated subtraction of the divisor from the dividend . 
The necessary. i~struct'ions termed the programme) and numbers 

;i,' .... }IIr. TootiU was fonnerl), at the U.niversity or Manchester.' , 
, , [ 13] 

• '{be ma:hine described in this paper was completed in June, 19<48. 
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,.. Accumubtor Control 

t , 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

-

1 

Numbers 

RULES 

QUIESCENT 

Do nothing 

ACTIVE 

2 
(I) When not otherwise occupied, read numher in C, 

then 

3 
(2) Add 1 to it, and write sum in C, then 

4-
(3) Read and carry out instruction having number just 

written in C. 

-.. 

FACILITIES 

Abbre~'iated 
fimh -

(I) A can he read, and written into any line in NrNr-
(2) N r can be read and written into C. 

a, N r 
Nr,C 

(3) N r can be read, and written into A. IIr, A 
(4) N r c,an be read, and added to what is in A, the sum being written in A. 
(5) As 4, but subtracted. 

al- fir, A 
a - fir, A 
Test (6) The number in A can be tested for sign, zero counting as positive; I is 

added to C if number is negative, no action being taken if number is 
positive. 

(7) The system can make itself quiescent. Stop 
N_B.-- Reading does not era. the read quantIty, but writing obliterates 

anything already present. 
Fig. 1.-Schematic illustrating the behaviour of the computer. 

are tabulated in Fig. 2. Line N I (numbers sheet, line I) contains 
x and line N2 contains the initial trial factor, Yo, which may be 
(x - 1). 

When made active initially, the "human being" is "not other
wise oq::upied" and so, by rule I, he reads the contents of C 
(denoteCi by d, which are zero. Next, by rule 2, he adds t to 
this and writes the answer (c .. -: I) in C, and finally, by rule 3, he 
performs the instruction so numbered, II' This results in the 
contents of N I (= x) being written in A, by facility 3. The 

'contents of A at each. step are shown in Fig. 2, and the 
line headed C symbolizes the behaviour of c. Rule I now 
applies again, so that.c is again read (-- I), I is added (c 2), 
12 is performed (facility 5) and (x yo) appears il'l A. Rules I 
and 2 now put c equal to 3 and 13 is performed; this is a "test" 
(facility 6) to which the answer is "positive," since Yo is less 
than x. Hence, no action is taken, and, by the same process as 
before, 14 is nex~carried out (facility 2), resulting in a I being 
written in C. Th~ next instruction is (I -+ I), i.e. 12 , which leaves 
(x - Yo) Yo ~-, (x 2yo) in A. If (x 2yo) is still positive, 
the next two instructions, 13 and 14 , will again recycle the process 
to 12- This will continue until the contents of A (denoted by a) 
become negative, say, after (r 1 I) cycles, when they are 
x -- (r -I I )Yo' just after performing 12 for the (r+ I )th time. 
The answer to the ensuing test, I J' is "negative" for the first time, 
so that I is added to (' and the next application of rule 2 
yields 5 instead .01' 4. The next instruction to be obeyed is thus 
15; the recycling instruction, '4' has heen 9mitted. 

Instruction 5 adds )'0 to a, giving a (x ITo). This 

quantity cannot now be negative, since x --- (r I- I )Yo was the 
first of these quantities to be negative ... Instructions 6, 7, Hand 
9 check whether (x ryo) is zero or positive by 

(a) Placing it in line N 3 for temporary storage, (16)' 
(b) Writing zero in A, ([7)' 
(c) Subtracting (x ryo) from this, giving a ---- (x ryo)-
(d) Testing the sign of this quantity (19)' which will be negative, 

except when it is zero, i.e. when Yo is a factor of x. 

In general, Yo is not a factor of x and the negative result causes 
110, the "stop" instructi9n, to be omitted. The next instructions 
to be obeyed are II, 12 and 13, which manufacture (Yo' I) and 
write it in N2 in place of Yo' Instruction 14 then \ .rites () in (', 
and the whole process starts again with (Yo I) as·'the new trial 
factor. It is clear that all the integers from Yo downwards will 
be tested, until, finally, one is found that is a factor, so that, after 
[8' when a·'''' 0, n9 action is taken by the subsequent test, 19, 

and "stop"- (Ito) is reached for the first time. The highest 
factor of x will now be found in N2; it is the successful trial 
factor. 

It has been demonstrated that a particular prohlem of arith
metic can be solved by. slavish obedience to instructions in 
accordance with a simple basic rhythm. It is important to note 
the following points: 

(a) The necessary number of different types of instruction is 
small. 

(b) The number of instructions in the table of instructions is 
extremely small compared with the number of instructions 
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11\;.jlr·ULtions A (' • 1 I11,A x 

'-
2 ('\-11'2, A. x - YO ' x -1. YO" : "X.-(I·q) Yo 

---
:3 Test " " " --
4 nS' L' '1 " 

5 a-tnz,A x-ryo = remaillder' 

6 a, N3 " " 

7 1140' A 0 
-. 

8 a-Tl:;,A - (x-ryo) 

9 Test " 
10 Stup 0 

f---
11 Hl,A YO 
1'L a-nS' A yo-l ~ 

13 J,Nl " 
14 "4'C " 

Numbers 

1 x 

'1 YO - :3 -
4 0 

G 1 Fig. 2.---Factorizing p.-.ogramme. 

obeyed in solving the problem, because of the recycling process 
provided hy. facility 2, which may set up a loop of instructions. 

(c) The test facility supplies the necessary means of breaking 
out of these loops at the correct point in the c()mputation. 

(d) The f~lcilitics and the basic rhythm, whereby references to 
(. alternate with carrying Hut the instructions, are the distinguish
ing features of the human being (or machine) performing the 
computation. 

(1-) The initial contents of I and N are the distinguishing 
features of the particular computation. 

It will be seen that, if a ditlcrent prog'ramme is supplied, the 
unthinking human being will proceed to perform a difTcrent 
computation without any alteration in the rhythm and facilities 
availaole for use. This is the reason for calling calculating 
systems of the' above type "universal." 

Furthermore, if the programme is feft unchanged but different 
numbers arc placed in lines N 1 and N2, the highest factor of the 
new contents of line N 1 will be. found. Each programme thus 
represents a "complex facility" analogous to those listed in 
Fig. I, and can be made available by keeping it in an accessible 
" Ii brary. " 

The electronic equivalents of these operations are now de
• scribed with particular reference to Fig. I. 

(3) THE ESSENTIALS OF THE MACHINE 

(3. I) The Main Storage 

The first step in constructing the machine is to replace the 
sheets of paper 1, N, A and C, described in Section 2, by storage 
units. It i~ desirable to combine I and N into a single storage 
unit, called the Main Store (S) which will contain instructions, 
data and working space. This increases the flexibility of the 
machine, since instructions may be modified, by ordinary arith
metical processes under the contro~ of other instructions, and 
thereafter used again as systematically "different instructions. 
Another great advantage is that the total storage-capacity pro
vided may be smaller, since large variations in the relative amount 
of storage space allotted to instructions and numbers may occur 
as between one problem and another. 

There are therefore three distinct stores, S, A and (', within 
the machine, which are now described "in the order mentioned. 
In describing S, a summary is given of the important external 
characteristics of the cathode-ray-tube storage-system on which 
the machine is based. s 

The essential parts of the main storage are shown in Fig. 3. 
At the points in the gate circuit where numbers enter and leave 
the store-the "write" and "read" terminals, respectively-the 

( 
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Fig. 3. Thc main store, S. 

data is ,represented in what is caJled "serial" or "dynamic" form 
by a train of 32 pulses, each pulse having either a standard 
amplitude or zero amplitude, representing a 32-digit number in 
the binary system of numbering. These pulse trains are related 
to the dash waveform. shown at (a) in Fig. 4, which consists of 
trains of 32 pulses 'alternating with gaps of 4 pulses' duration 
which serve to accommodate the tlyback of the time-base and to 
separate numbers from their neighbours. The pulse instants of 
the dash waveform arc numbered successively, from 0 to 36. 

The number itself is represented as at (h), where tlJe dash 
pulses·-are used to define the digit positions of binary numbers. 
In an}, digit position, reproduction of a dash pulse represents 
"I." whereas failure to reproduce a dash pulse represents "0." 
Using these rules, the train (h) is interpreted as a binary number 
at (c). 

For reasons associated with the computation processes, which 
will be explained later, it is essential that the first digit of any 
train shall represent the least significant digit of the number. 
Ther.e is thus, in Fig. 4, a conflict between the convention that 

I, :,~, UU----1...n_ILIlJUUU --- -- -- --LJlj ((I ) 

-_U OI!.,~4:'l' .\031 

_~,;;~: --uu-u------- -Ij,.._- (I.,l.. 

i)2\ 1.12h.4.i'2u 
I I 0 0 100 

( c) 

Fig. 4. - Reprc-;cntation of a numhcr as a pulse train. 
(tI) D,,,h wiI\'<:f .. rm, 
(h) I'll"" 1,"W1 rq',<',<:nting a "limber, 
(c) .• BJIl;try 11I1111hc'r 1<'l'resc·"lnl 11\ (I,) (I() III dl'CI 111 a I notatIOn), 

time flows frol11 left to right and the convention that the least 
significant digit of a number should appear on the right. Since 
this paper is concerned more with waveforms than with numbers, 
the waveform convention will be retained and the number 
convention rejected. 

For ease of reference. each set of 32-dash pulses, together with 
the 4-digit space preceding it, is called a "beat." The time scale 
of the system allows 8· 5 microsec ( I "digit period") foJ' each 
digit. and. of these, 5 micl'llsec arc occupied by the digit pulse. 
A complete beat occupies 306 microsec, of which 34 microsec 
are blank. 

The 32 digits of any number arc stored as charge patterns on 
the cathode-ray-tube screen. 011 a line drawn out hy the time
base, which flies back during the four blank periods ("black-out 
period") of each beat. The function of the V-shift generator is 
to ~hift the line at right angles to its length to anyone of 32 
alternative positions, or "lines," corresponding with 32 dillerent 
stored numbers. Successive beats arc designated alternately 
"scan" and "action" beats. and arc defined by a waveform called 
the "halver" waveform; during scan beats, the Y -shift generator 

goes through the lines in ordered sequence. to regenerate the 
charge patterns on them before leakage has blurred them; during 
action beats, the Y -shift generator causes any chosen line to be 
swept, so that a number can be read out of it at the "read"· 
tcrminal or written in via the "write" terminal; in either event 
the number has the form shown in Fig. 4(h). 

During scan beats, the store regenerates the information it 
contains, because the number stored in the particular line that is 
being scanned appears at the "read" output-terminal flf the gate
circuit expressed in the form shown in Fig. 4(11). and this "read" 
output-signal is used in the gate circuit for the purpose of 
immediately re-writing,..nd hence regenerating, the stored 
number. 

When reading out of a line, the reg~neration is not inhibited, 
so that the information is retained in the store; when writing in. 
the "read" output is caused to be zero, by inhibiting the tirst 
half of the gate-circuit by means of an "erase" waveform, and 
the new information supersedes the old. * 

Instructions are stored as two binary numbers. The first 
number selects the desired line or "address" in S by means of the 
Y -raster generator, whilst the second numbel: selects one of the 
diflerent types of operation listed under Facilities in Fig. I. 
This latter numher is called the "function number." and will 
consist of three binary digits, since there arc less than eight 
functions.t , 

When considered as stored data', there i" obviously no difrer
ence between a number and an instruction, since bot"'.ue arrange
ments of O's and I 's; the diJrerence I ies in the manner in which 
they arc treated by the m~!chine. 

Now that the main· store has been considered, it is appropriate 
to discuss the computational section of the4'nachine. 

( 3.2) Thl' :\c~umu_lat()r 

The Accumulator storage-tube (see Fig. 5) holds only one line. 
the X-scan being identical with that of the main store. The 

Fig. 5. The accumulator, A. 

source of data OIi which computations an: to be performed is, of 
course, the main stme, and this data· ',1' in the figure -is obtained 
from the "read" terniinal of S. and applied to the "write" 
terminal of A. 

In this small machine, the suhtractor lO indicated in the figure. 
is the onlv computing circuit associated with the acculllulator. 
~lnd the f.;cilities available arc .:: .. ' 

(a) S., A. i.e. the negati\e of the number in line r is 
written in A. To achieve this, the crase waveform is used to 
eliminate any output from the reading unit, so that. a-. the store 
;-;weeps' line ~. and the accuillulator sweeps its single line, the 
dil.!its frol11 S. arc made ,1\ ailahle one by one at I', suhtracted 
frt-)Jn' O. and the result recorded in the appropriate ~ligit position 
in A. 

(h) (/ sr' A. That is. the 'new llulllber in A is to be the old 
one minus the content of line r or the store. This process i.., as 

• S':c' Sl'ct inn 7. I . I. 
t l'htructhll1S lI,ing .'.Ic'dili<:s (-, and 7 l'OI1",t "I' a fllnctlol1 IIlJlllher llllly. 
! Sill,': N h.!s bCl'l! JlII:<,rp<lr;lh:d IIltll S, N r "f hg. 1 " now n:pl;lced hy thl' morc 

gellCf,1I Sr. 
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• abovc, e.xccpt that "crase" is not arrlied and the lIigits of the 
number in A become available at aprrorriate times, so that thc 
digits arriving at y can be subtracted from them instead of from 
zer~~ . 

(c) 1I, S,. Th:lt i'\, the contcnts of A an; to be written into 
thc m:lin store, line r. To do this, the "read" terminal of A is 
conneded to the "writc" inrut of the storc which ha'\ been 
an~anged to sweer line r. During this oreration, nothing flows 
in at y. 

1t follows that l~lCility 4 of Fig. I is not available; furthcrmore. 
facility J is rerlaced by facility (a) abovc. 

The'\c arc disadvantages which cannot be overcome without 
additional apparatus, but wQ.ich arc casily cin:ul11vented by 
lengthcning the progralllme. lor examrle, if two numbers, x 
and y, stored in SI and S2' arc to be added and their sum writh:n 

. in SJ' the programme given in Table I can be employcd. 

Tabk I 

IIl~tnh.ti"ll 
, ('or n.~\l"'(Hldlng L·nnl'·ll1 .... 

(If A 

SI, A .\ 

(/ '\2· A .\" \. 

a, S~ .\" \. 

SJ, A x ~' 

lI, Sl ~ , 

Thus. a subtractor can be lIseli to perform allditions.' Since, 
in general, thc converse is not true, a suhtractor is prefcrrcd to 
an adder. 

In the above discussion. it is implicit that, if thc rrescnt con-
tents of A arc x and if y is applied to the "write" h:rlllinal, 
then z. ( x y) aprc:1rs in A. Thus, although.;: i.'\ being 
written in A, x nHl'\t be delivered simultaneously by the 
reading circuit. * 

The representation of negative numbers which is used arises 
naturally:9 ~2 digits are recorded for each number, digit r 
representing 2r, counting the initi;d digit as digit n. so that digits 
representing powers of 2 hi~hcr than ihe 31 st arc 'not recorded. 
I r a' positive number, .1', is subtracted from I:ero, the subtraction 
process will be cut short aftcr digit 31 has been dealt with; so that 
the answer will appear as (2 \~ .1'). 

If Y 2.11, digit 31 of (23~ y)' is I. If the range of 
rositive numbers represented is restricted to o· y - (211 I), 

there is no ambiguity, and digit J 1 becomes a sign-indicating 
digit; if it is 0, the number represented is positive, and, if it is I, 
the rerre'>entation is called the -"cnmr1cment" of the number 
and is interpreted as minus that number. 

It is now nece ... sary to organile the Ilow of data between Sand 
A, and vil:e versa, as a result of instructions which arc helll in S 
and selected hy ( ·ontrol. 

( J. J) The Control 

The ('ontrol storage-tube hold.s two lines (see Fig. (,), the X
SC:1I1 being in synchronism \\ ith that of S and A and the two 
ptlsitions of the V-shift being arranged to occur at appropriate 
times. 

One line of (. pcrfl;rms thc function mentioned in Section 2.2, 
i.e. it contains a number, c, which is, in general, increased by 
unity after the previous instruction has been obeyed. Since, as 
<kscribcd in Scction 2, this number is used as an instruction to 

• S,',: S<:dion 7.1.2. 
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~-~====~~~J 
Wnte 

HI'.H\ 
Fig. 6. ·--The control, C. 

select the next instf.Uction, it is called the "control instruction" 
and the line of C which holds it, is called the "C.I." line. 

flaving selectcd the next or "present instruction,''-lt is found 
convenient to write it on the second or ';P.l." line of C. * 

The present instruction is then obeyed. It is thus apparent 
that, in the autQmatic statc, the operation of the machine may be 
divided into two similar stagcs. During stage 1, thc contcnts of . 
CI. arc used to se\cd the present instruction from S -and write 
it on thc P.l. line; whilst during stage 2, the contents of P.1. t 

arc lIsed to perform one of the elemcntary operations on an 
item of data. During both stages the "read" output of C (i.e. 
Cl. or P.I.) is the (;ontrolling factor. This output exerts il~ 

control over the ma~hine via a unit called a "staticisor." 

(3.4) The Staticisor 

To e,ll'h digit position of an instrllction « '.1 or 1',1.) IS aSSigned 
a "staticisor unit" (see Section 7.~), and the ,I'>semhly of sllch 
units is called "the staticisor." For case (If I I."ICI cllce. the stati
cisor is split into two blocks, the "\' ..,taIILI",)!·· .Ind the "f
staticisor," which correspond with the address anll function 
numbers of an instruction. The operation of the staticisor is 
such that it accepts the instruction in dynamic form from the 
"read" tcrminal of (. and retains it in static form until it can be 
uselt. 

The operation can, perhapo;;, best be understood in tcrms <If thl" 
L staticisor. Here, the ooject is to choose sOllle address, or linc" 
of S, In Section .'.1 it W~lS stated that during scan heats,·thc 
lines of S were scanned sequentially, and that, during the inter
leaved ttction-beats, ~hosen lines were scanned. In Fig. 7, the 

AIt(Tnatl' 

UI.Kk~;\;t 
pubes 

M,1I1l sl,lI'c (S) 
V-p\<.1tl' 

"r~",\tJ" <'Iutpllt 

,{ C 

T" V,WiL)I\S 

~:"tll\g circuits 

Fig. 7.--The staticisor 

mechanism for the V-scanning of S is shown schcmaticaUy_ 
During scan heats, control of the linc of S which is s~anned, i~ 

carricll Ollt by a binary counter (consisting of live stages), which 
is triggered every alternate blacknut period,H whilst, during 
action beats, control is by the L staticisor. Throughout an action 
beat. the L staticisor must remain set to some chosen Line-value 
obtained from the "read" terminal of C, but dlLfing scan beat~, 
when control of the Y -shift generator has bl:en swit<..-hcd to the 

• If Ihl' fUlldion numher Il"nl i, m;IJ,' ", L'll(."~p(}nd wilh 11ll" inliLru.:uon .t,., C, lhit. 
,)<:c"ur\ without Sp"~I.rI l1l~asures bein~ I\t~l'JCll. (St"\;" s.: .. :\I.I.1O 4.3.), 
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binary counter, it is permissible to change the setting of the 
L staticisor . 

. Similar remarks apply to the F staticisor, which, during an 
action beat, forces the machine into the cC)Piguration selected to 
permit or inhibit the flow of data along chftsen channels.· 

One cycle of the operation of the sta'licisor may thus be 
lummariz~d as follows: 

(a) During a scan beat, accept the "read" output of C and 
retain it. . 

(b) During the following action beat, supply the information 
received during (a). At the end of this action beat, accept a 
re-trigger pulse and assume the zero configuration, in prepara
tion for (a). 

Supplied with the S, A and C systems and the staticisor, the 
machine now has the facilities of storing information, computing. 
orderly selection of the next instruction and a means of holding 
instructions in a form suitable for use when the opportunity 
arises (during action beats), and whilst waiting for this oppor-
tunity (during preceding scan beats). .-' 

To complete the essential framework, of the machine it is 
necessary to cause it to carry out the rules of Fig. I, by doing 
nothing when quiescent, and by executing an unvarying time
sequence, caJled the "rhythm," when active. 

( 3.5) The Rhythm 

The distinction between the quiescent and active states is made 
by generating a repetitive pulse. called a "pre-pulse," only when 
the machine is active. The "stop" instruction operates by 
inhibiting this pulse. t -

When a pre-pulse is given. the standard rhythm occurs and 
persists until one "present" instruction has been obeyed. The 
time elapsing between pre-pulses is called a "bar." When the 
machine is active. a bar normally contains stages I and 2 of 
Sec~ion 3.3, during which c.1. and P.!., respectively, are obeyed. 
Since each of these instructions controls the machine via the 
staticisor, for which purpose a scan agd an action beat are re
quired, a bar contains four beats. The two scan beats arc called 
SI and S2. and the interleaved action-beats AI and A2. The 
rhythm is indicated in Fig. 8(a). After the pr~pulse, Fig. 8(h), 
and during SI, unity, Fig. 8(c) (or two if a test instruction has 
revealed a negative content of A, it being convenient to add the 
"I" of facility 6 with the" I .. of rule 2t) is added to C. I., and the 
result is applied to the staticisor from the "read" terminal of C. 
During A I, as a result of C. I., the selected instruction is sent to 
the P.I. line of C, and at the end of AI. the staticisor is reset, 
Fig. 8(d). During S2, this present instruction is applied to the 
staticisor from the' "read" terminal of C. During A2, some 
chosen line of S, and iacility (Fig. t) are called for by the 
staticisor, i.e. P.I. is obeyed. At the end of A2, the staticisor is 
again reset, the next pre-pulse is given and the cycle is repeated. 

Key wavefor~§ in the above rhythm are the "instruction-gate 
waveform," Fig. 8(e), which allows information to reach the 
staticisor from the "'read" terminal of C only during the scan 
beats of a bar, the control V-shift ~aveform, Fig. 8(n, which 
causes c.1. and P.l. to be scanned at the appropriate times and 
the action waveform, Fig. 8(g), which defines the action periods 
of a bar, Al and A2. 

In order to simplify testing the machine and correcting pro
grammes, there are automatic and manual methods of generating 
the pre-pulse. The automatic operation of the machine has 
just been described. In manual operation, the length of the bar' 
is determined by the human operator, who generates a pre-pulse 
by pressing a button. 

When the button is pressed a single pre-pulse is generated at the 

• See Section 4.3. 
t See Section 7.S. 

t See Scction 7.3. 
§ See Section 7.4. 
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beginning of an S, beat, a-nd this. in turn, initiates one cycle of the 
waveforms of Fig. H; ~t the completion of this cycle the machine 
relapses into its quiescent state. . 

Every channel by which the information can flow between S. 
A, C and the staticisor is controlled either by the action wave
form or by the instruct ion-gate waveform, and it is arranged 
that, in the quiescent state, all these channels are blocked but the 
information contained in S, A andC is regenerated. This' 
quiescent state of the machine corresponds with ~he nile "do 

. nothing" of Fig. I. 
The above general description of the machine is amplified by 

more detailed description in.. the following Sections. , 

(4) THE CO!\lSTRUC'TION OF TilE MACIIINE 

(4. I) R.equirements for Automatic Opl'ration 

Computations arc built up from two types of transfa, namely 
from accumulator to stQ(e, termed an "inward transfer," and 
from store to accumulator or control, termed an "outward 
transfer." These arc achieved (sec hg. () by means of connec
tions from the A "realt"-t-erminal to the S "write"-terminal via the 
Inward-iransfer·CJate~ (LT.G.), and from the S "read"-terminal 
to A and C "write"-terlllinals vflf the Outward-Transfer Gate· 
(O.T.G.). The· two transfer gates are necessary to prevent.f 
transfers occurring at the wrong times, such as during scan beats 
or during action beats when the instruction docs not require 
them; they are therefore controlled by the F-staticisor and the 
"action" waveform. 

• See Section 7.7. 
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The F-staticisor and "action" waveform also control the 
"crase"-wavdorm circllih, * which are necessary whenever a 
writing operation is performed. The distinction between the 
facilities s, A and (a s), A is made by the erasing circtYt, 
which can make a equal to zero. In a similar way, since writing 
from S to C is performed via the adder,lo a new facility is 
introduced, (c f- s), C by not erasing c during the writing process. 
This is merely an alternative means of altering the number in C 
for recycling (or other) purposes, hut it offers advantages in 
many circumstances. 1ft building up programmes, the relative 
position of an instruction may well he more important than its 
absolute position, so that relative alterations of the C.I., by 
adding positive or negative numhers, are often 'better than 
absolute' changes. The writing operation is, however, always 
required during A 1 for the P.1. 

The destination of information read from S is selected hy the 
F-staticisor and "action" wa.vcform, hy blacking out either 
storage-tuhe A or C', whichev~r i~ not required. 

In all instances, the F-s·taticisor ullccts the circuits which it 
controls via a "decoding valve, "-]- which responds only to certain 

• S~e S~ct;(ll\ 7_7. 
t Sec Sen;Otl 7_6. The lkc,\din~ valve is rcplaced by dind,· coim:idcncc-gates in the 

cr'''lllg CIfTUlts ,lfld th" test nr,'u;t; this i, for c(lnvenience and simplicity in the small
!\(.-ale madlln,·. The prillcipk illvolvcd i~ the same. 

function-numbers; the decoding v<lIve can deliver an output only 
during action beats of a bar, as determined by the "action" 
waveform. 

The F-statici~or is controlled hy digits 13, 14 and 15 for the, 
following reason. The number of di~its allotted to the address 
number must be sutlicient to specify any line in the store. 
Although there are only 32 lines on the single storage-tube used 
in the small-scale machine, provision is made for using a store 
holding up to 8 192 numbers (262 144 digits), by allotting the 
first thirteen digits of the instructiou number to the address 
number. If the present number of lines per storage tube (32) is 
not changed, the first five digits of the address number will specify 
the line (see Fig. 10) and the next eight digits will specify one 
storage-unit out of 256 units. The next digits are the function 
digits; in a more complicated machine, further function digits will 
be required to enable anyone out of a large number of faci1ities 
to be s pccified. 

In order to describe the operation of the other equipment 
represented in Fig. 9, the sequence or operations when an instruc
tion is obeyed will be described in more detail. 

When the pre-pulse switch is set to "ofr," defining the quiescent 
state of the machine, the pre-plll~;c circuit generates no pre
pulses so that the inward- and outward-transfer gates and th.e 
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Fig. 10. Composition of an instrLJcti~)n. 

instruction gate remain closod. This mean.s that no nc\v infor
mation can be written automatically into allY of the three storcs. 
The absence of pre-pulses also cnsures that no erasing waveforn1s 
are generated. In this way, all the information in the stores is 
preserved, with the exception of the last contents of the P.I. line 
in the control. which arc no longer required. A pre-pul<ic oCClIrs 
as a result of depressing the "single pre-pulse" key, KSP. or of 
setting the pre-pulse switch to "on" whcn the "stup" Ilip-flop 
circuit is not operated. The pre-pulse occurs (sec hg. 8). and the 
"·1 I" or "+ 2" signal* is emitted during a scan period. so that 
the outward-transfer gate is closed, and nothing except thc'" I" 
or "+ 2" signal is applied to the "write" terminal of the control. 
The pre-pulse has also triggered the instruction-gate waveform 
circuit, so 1hat the c.I. passes through the instruction gate and 
is applied to the'staticisor if the staticisor switch is set to "auto-
1TIatic.... During S I therefore, the line staticisor is sct to the 
line where the P.I. is located. and the function staticisor is set 
to 000. The S-erasing waveform circuit is not stimulated by 
the F-staticisor for this code. and remains quicscen't during the 
following action-period. the P.1. appearing at the "read" terminal 
of S. The outward-transfer gate is open during this beat. and the 
P.I. passes to the "write" terminals of t-. and C. The decoding 
valve associated with A does not permit thc cathode-my-tube 
beall}-current to be turned on for code 000. so that. although the 
complement of the P.1. appcars at the output ,.[ the subtractor. 
it is not written in A. However, C is hright and the A-and-C
erase waveform circuit is operating. so the P.l. is written into C. 
on the P.I. line. The erasing wavcform prnents the previous 
P.l. from being added in. 

During S2, the 1'.1. emerges unchanged from ('. since there is 
neither an input to the y terminal of the control adder from the 
outward-transfer gate which·is closed during scan period nor a 
signal from the fest circuit. The instruction gate is again 
opened, thc L-staticisor is ~t to a data line and the F-staticisor 
is set to one of seven diflcrent codes. The mechanism of out
ward transfer has just been descrihed with reference to the P.I.; 
for the inward transfer. A is brightened and the S-crase circuit 
operates to open the inward-transfer gate and inhibit thc "read" 
output of S. It is 110t necessary, therefore. to c10sc the outward
transfer gate to prevent an outward transfer. 

The "test" and "stop" instructions do not involve any infor
mation from S, so they may bc allowed to set the action-line, 
staticisor to any line. usually line O. When the "test" instruction 
is obeyed. the function staticisor closes the outward-transfer 
gate during A2 and prepares a trigl'cr cir~uit for the te~)t flip
flop circuit during the last digit period of A2. At this instant, if 
the number stored in the accumulator is negative, its sign digit 
triggers the flip-flop circuit. which remains in the triggered con
dition during the SI beat of the next hal' and controls two gates. 
cutting off. the usual "+ 1" signal and substituting a "; 2" 
signal. The retriggering waveform must be generated by the 
next pre-pulse, since the flip-flop circuit must not bc IT-triggered 
during any intervening quiescent heats, such as may occur with 
manual operation. The action waveform triggcr-pulses (see 

• The "-t I" and" I '2" ~ij.\nals art' pulses Po ;\IId PI. whc're PIC an' repditivl' wave
forms which represent 20', i.c. sin!(tc dash pulse'S in the 11th di!:iI position. 

Section 7.4) are suitable for this PlllP:)~; lhe lirst of these 
rctriggers the kst flip-nop circuit at the end of SI, and the 
s~cond has no et1cct. 

When th,~ "stop" instruction is obeyed. the i'-staticisor triggers 
the "stop" nip-flop, but an outward transfer could still occur. It 
is desirable t;) prevent this. so the outward-transfer gall: is 
again closed. Since autollldtic operation is under discll-,sion. 
the pre-pulse switch is at "on," and the' "stop" nip-nop circuit 
output is able to cut n!'!" the pre-pUlses. Sinee the re-trigger 
pulsc for the "stop" Ilip-nop circuit is the pre-puls~, a manual 
pre-pulse must be' given before the machine nny be restarki.1. 
When the "stop" nip-flop circuit operates. the "stop" lamp 
gives a visible signaL 

Before a computation Clil be pcrL)rmcd. the store 4I'Pt1lst be 
loaded with the programme in binary-numerical c(hle form. and 
with the data. The method nsed to do thi~) wa.;;.. dcvised in order 
to usc the' minimum amount of equipment. and is consequently 
rather ·labori~Hls. It sufficcs. however, to ~l1lonstratc the 
principlcs of th:: machine. and tltis is now described. 

(4.2) Requirements for Manual Operation 

The first step in loading the machine is to crase any old 
information. so the pre-pulse switch is set to "oil'" and the 
"store-clearing" l~ey. KSC. operated. breaklng the regcnerati\e 
loop. All information is erased in about 20 rnillisl'c (i.c. one 
raster rcgl:neration-period>. and the standard display of zeros is 
presented. whereupon' the kcy is restored. 

The statici..;or switch is set to "manual." In this position. the 
halvcr wavcform, H". which is at : 5 volts during action periods 
and 60 volts during scan periods, simulates the number whose 
digits are all I. during scan periods; any number Illay now 
te impressed on the staticisor by opening the appropriate 
s\\itches so to S4 and SI.1 to SI5.* thu',; preventing the qUTe
sponding Ilip-Ihp circuits from triggering. I n particular. any 
desired line or S may he selected. and it th~n remains sek~icd 
during every action heat while the conligur:llion of"so to S4 is 
unchanged. 

The "typC\\ riter" is an array of J2 pr:ess-huttons, hy means or 
which any sinrle P" pulse Illay.be applied to the illput of th~ 
inward-transtCr gate. The type\\riter dutput pulse also p:lsses 
(during action beats only) to the ~ircuit \\hich is holding the 
inward-transfer gate closed. thus opening it at the correct 
installt to allow the digit to be writtcn on the selected line. 
By this means. any number llIay be written. digit by digit, oil a 
blank linc. If it i~desired to dekte a digit. the "writl'/erase" 
switch'i:.; set to the "crase" ppsilion. so that the illward-transkr 
gall' remains c1.)\l'd. Th:.; conncction to the "cras.,:·· terminal of S 
now hreaks the rcg.:nerative IOdP for ()n~ digit-reripd only. If 
it is desired to erase a whole line. the "line-clearing" key, KI.l·. 
is opcrated. This applics a negative erasing-voltage to S during 
action b..:ah. so long ;1\ the key is held, Sll that nonc (,f the infor
mation on thl' action line :s regcnerated. If the K U' "brcak" 
contact. in series with th~ "write/crase" switch, were omitted. the 
l:rasing voltage could open the ill\vard-transfer gat~ and allll\\ 
the contCrMS of thl' accull1ulatm to be \vrittetl 011 the selected lin'~'. 
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In ordcr to start autnmatic computation, it js neccssary to 
ha\c the correct Ill1111ber on the ('.1. line, so that the start is 
madc at the right place in the programmc. The simplest pro
cellure is to draw up the prugramme so as to han: thc IIrst 
in~thKtion on line J'. I I' the "control-and-accumlllator-clcar
in,!;" key, K(C, is then operated :lI1d n:sll1reJ. /.el'O is written 
on the ('.1. 'lillL'. The Ilumber fed to the si;ltici,()r during the 
SI heat following the lirst pr'.:-pulse is tk'rcfore I. so that the 
first in·;trm:tion is selected. 

lor the purpose of testing the nuchine, the switches SIJ, SI4 
and SIS arc 'provided. lIsed in conjunction with SO S4, these 
enable any in~;iruction to be sel up when the staticisor swilch is 
in the nlanual position. Thc instructicn (,Ill then be obeyed 
repctiti,dy, with alltomatic pre-pulses, ()r just oncc, if KSP is 
used. Since the slalil'i,or denl~IIH.ls the required operation 
during evcry action period, it is necessary to modify the action 
waveform, as shown by the dotted line in hg. ~Hg). so as to make 
A2 the operative beat. If thi:, werc not done, the reqilircd 
operation would be performed tVvice for each pre-pulse, once 
during A I and OIKe during A~. 

In order to completc the d~cription of the machine, the design 
of the circuits used to interpret the instructions, will be dl'scribe~. 

(4. J) The Allocation of Functioll Numbl'rs 

This (1)a~:h~ne performs seven difTerent operations (during A2 
beats), n~\ll1c1y: 

(0) The contents of any line in the store may be written in the 
( '.1. line of control. 

(I) The contents of any line in the store may he added to the 
l:ontcnts of the ('.1. line. 

. 
Opera[i"" 11 2 

(2) The complement of the contents of any line in the store 
may be written in the accumulator. 

0) The contents of the accumulator may be written in any 
line in the store. 

(4) The contents of any line in the store may he subtracted 
from th~' contents of the ~lccull1l1lator. 

(6) The ··test" may be performed. 
(7) The ··stop·· circllit may he operated. 
The distinction between operations 0 and I, on the one 

hand, and 2 and 4, on the ()ther, is·made hy clltting off the 
cathode-ray-tube beam current in one or other ~"'the A and 
(' stores, as described in Section 4.1. When either A or C 
has been selected in this way, the distinction between a writing 
pperation (intu which the existing contents of A or C do 
IlPt enter) and a calculating operation, is made by the circuit· 
which generates the erasing waveform. When a storage tube 
is not brightened, it is immaterial whethcr its erasing terminal 
is stimulated or not, and this makes it possible to cOlllmon the 
erasing circuits of A and C [sec Fig. II (a)]. Operation 3 is the 
only one which demands tha't the inward-transfer gate be open 
and that the store-erasing-circuit should operate; hence, both 
these circuits may be controlled by the same waveform. Opera
tions 6 and 7 require some means for preventing all transfers. 
Outward transfers can be prevented either by making the store
tube dark, or by closing the outward-transfer gate; inward 
transfers can occur only for operation 3. The alternative possi
bilities are summarized, for all operations. in Fig. II (a). The 
"test" and "stop" circuits are not included in the Table, since it 
is ob\ iously correct to make each circuit operate only for its 
own function number. I,t was decided to make the store 
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cathode-ray tube bright for all functions; other decisions are 
summarized in Fig. II(b). These remarks apply to Al and A2 

• 

beats only; conditions during Sl and S2 beats, and during 
quiescent beats, were described in Section 3.5. Furthermore, 
during A 1 beats, the operation is always controUed by the C I., 
whose, function number is zero. 

A 3-digit function number could be allotted arbitrarily to' each 
of these operations; sevtn decoding valves could be used, each.to 
respond to one function-number. The outputs of these valves 
would then have to be combined by a buffer circuit, in order to 
operate, say, the A-and-C-erasing circuit for two different func
tion numbers. A decoding valve can, however, be made to 
respond to I, 2 or 4 funcfion numbers by omitting connections 
(rom oQe or more of the~ions of the function staticisor. For 
example. if the function numbers 000 and 010 are allotted to 
operations 0 and 2, then a decoding valve connected only to the 0 
outputs of staticisor sections 13 and IS, will resportd equally to 
both function numbers and can be used directly to control the 
A-and-C-erasing circuit. This technique of associating the 

, decoding valve with one particular circuit instead of with one 
particular operation has been used because it eliminates the 
apparatus needed for the above-mentioned buffer circuits and 
makes a slight reduction in the number of decoding valves 
needed-:-- It is thought that this will be true for larger computing 
machines with many more possible operations and function 
numbers, but, here, the disadvantage of- the, technique will 
become more obvious. Unless the number of operations which 
require a given circuit to work can be arranged to be a power 
of 2, function numbers will have to be wasted in order to make 
it up to a power of 2, by providing dummy operations. These 
may, however, already exist if the total number of operations 
that the machi1)e can Perform is not itself a power of 2. 

Starting from the fact that the function number for operation 
o must be 000, the function numbers shown in the bottom row of 
Fig. 1 1 (b) were allotted by trial and error.· They result in the 
following requirements for the operation of circuits (during Al 
and A2 only): 

(I) Control cathode-ray tube to be brightened when digits 14 
and 15 are zero. 

(2) Accumulator to be darkened when digits 14 and 15 are 
zero. 

(3) A-and-C-erasing circuit to operate when digits 13 and 15 
are zero. 

(4) Outward-transfer gate to close when digits 11 and 15 are 
unity. 

(5) S-erasing circuit to operate and inward transfer gate to 
open for 1 10. " 

(6) "Test" flip-flop trigger circuit to be prepared for 011. 
(7) "Stop" c;,ircuit to operate for II ] . 

(5) CONCLUSION 

The computing machine which has been described has operated 
successfully using various programmes. Using a highest
common-factor programme, in 0·5 sec, it showed that 314 159265 
and 271 828 183 are co-prime. This example illustrates the 
speed with which the machine operates. It has "also operated 
continuously for several hours, for testing purposes. For 
example, using the laborious highest-factor programme described 
(in modified form) in Section 2.2, it operated for 52 minutes to 
find the highest factor of 218. During this time, about 130000 
numbers were tested, involving some 3·5 million operations. 
1bese examples, although mathematically trivial, show that it is 
feasible to construct a machine to undertake useful computation, 

,,",_sing the techniques which have been described. 
'" • A more Iyatematic approach il pouible if the lize of the task warranta it. 

However, it is essential that quicker means be provideJ for 
loading the J)"lgrammes and numbers into the store. In addi
tion, more stoplge capacity and a greater diversity of computing 
circuits are n~dtd, the latter to ease the labour of. devising the 
programmes and to increase the speed of computation. These 
developments are in hand, and the authors hope to publish a 
description of them later. 
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(7) APPENDICES 

(7. 1) The Writing Process 
(7.1.1) Writing in One Attempt. , 

The storage experiments described by Hartrec,4 proveJ that 
numbers consisting of 32 binary digits can be stored for an 
indefinitely long time, but the experimental method used for 
impressing the~ha~e patterns on the fluorescent screen of the 
storage cathode-ray tube gave no indication of the time taken 
by this operation. Wh,n this storage system is used as part of 
a computing machine, the time taken to record numbers obtained 
as a result of the elementary operations of which the computa
tion i§ made up will be· a factor which determines the speed of 
operation of the whole machine. It is known "that charge 
distributions can be maintaine~ on the screen by c~ntinually 
fe-writing the "information. for this is the method used to.f 
regenerate the stored numbers. If, however, the charge distribu
tions were initially created as the result of a cumulative p~ocess, 
then they can be converted to other distributions only by a 
similar cumulative process. It is implicit in the description 
given in Reference 8, that writing new information on a storage 
line is complete in one attempt, since it is stateJ that, every 
time a storage line on the face of the cathode-ray tube is scanned 
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and regenerated, each digit area is first re4uced to a standard. 
state of charge. If it were not in this standard state initially it' 
is then restored to its previous state. During this process, 
the previous state of the digit area is "remembered" by a con
denser in the gate circuit. 

The' completeness of single-attempt writing was investigated 
by -writing, cyclically, two different numbers, in turn, into a 
storage line and allowing each to be regenerated for observation 
purposes for one sweep after it had been written. The amplifier 
output waveforms during ttW8 regeneration sweep, for the newly 
written dots and dashes, were found ~ be substantially the 
same ~ those for dots and dashes which were left unchanged 
throughout the cycle, which shows that writing is complete in 
one attempt. 

(7.1.2) Amplifier Wavefonns Obtained 'fId1st Writing. 

The characteristics of the amplifitr waveform produced by the 
writing process are of practical importance. It has been found 
useful, in the design of computing circuits, to be able to read the 
number stored on a line at the same time as it is being superseded 
by a new number, e.g. with the subtractor described in 
Section 3.2. If the time base is a repetitive waveform, the 
amplifier output'waveform depends on: 

(a) The charge distribution existing before the line il\.9uestion 
is scanned. 

(b) The modulating waveform applied to the Cathode-ray-tube 
grid during the scan. - . 

The waveforms previously described8 are the special cases 
which arise in the course of normal regeneration, when (b) is 
such as to leave (a) unchanged. The first part of the c.r.t.-grid 
waveform is the same, whether the dift ~ing written is a dot 
or a dash, so that the amplifier output during this time depends 
only on the charge distribution, i.e. on the number being super! 
seded. Since the gate circuit operates only on this first part, 
the "read" output it produces will be of thi~ number. 

The observod unbalance of the amplifier waveforms obtained 
whilst writina, is also to be expected on theoretical grounds. 
When a dot or a dash "is regenerated normally, the charge left on 
the screen after the digit area has been scanned is exactly the 
same as it was before, so that the time integral of currents flowing 
to the pick-up plate. and hence of the amplifier output-waveform, 
is zero, i.e. the normal dot-and-dash waveforms are balanced 
about their startina level. When, however, a dot charge-distribu
tion, Fig. 12(a), is converted into a dash charge-distribution, 

==::l-~::::::::::::::=:==- ~ (0) 

+ 

(C) 

Fig. ll.·-Possible digit charge-distributions. 
(Q) Dot charle·distribution. 
~ Dash charle-distribution. 
(I') Dot charle-distribution with residue of a former dash. 

Fig. 12(b), there is an increase in the positive charge left Oft the 
screen, so that the associated amplifier-waveform is positive, OD 

the average. When an attempt is made to convert the dash di .. 
tribution back into a dot distribution, the distribution shown ia 
Fig. 12(c)'is left; the trail of the charge~haracteristic of the dash 
distribution-is too far away from the first part of the digit area 
to be filled in appreciably, and therefore it remains. There baa 
been a larger increase in positive charge this time, so the amplifier 
output-waveform will be even more unbalanced in the positiw 
direction. 

This novel form of dot distribution will be regenerated by the 
gate circuit, as if it were a normal dot. ThC) negative pulse that 
this distribution will produce when the beam is turned on in ita 
initial position will ensure that the beam is turned off apin at 
the end of the dot period, before the beam moves, ~ that the 
positive trail of the charge will gradually leak away at the 
inherent storage-time rate, the distribution sl;)own in Fig. 12(c) 
reverting to that shown in Fig. 12(a). If the dot iJ changed bact 
into a dash before this leakage has occurred, there will be a net 
decrease in positive charge, of the same amount as the increase 
produced when a dash is converted into a dot, and, in this 
instance, the amplitlfr output-waveform will be unbalanced in 
the negative direction. 

• 
(7.1. 3) Detailed Descriptloa of Waveforms. 

It is necessary to describe the effect of a paused time-base OD 

the normal amplifier-waveforms, before the wtiting waveforma 
can be described. It. has been stated· that a linear time-base 
can be used, and that, in this instance, the dots are really very 
short lines; if, however, a time base is used which pauses durina 
the dot period, the dots are true dots. With a linear time-hue. 
the "well" of the dot charge·distribution is filled in, very slightly. 
at the start of the dot, so that the negative pulse, appropriate to 

I Spot pauses 
here ------1"\ 

----~--+-- ~ 
+ 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 13.--Charge distributions for constant beam-currenL 
(a) Trail of charle due to spot in motion. 

, . 
(b) Charlc distribution after spot, has been stationary. 
(c) Charlc distribution after spot has movc;o on. 

a dot, is slightly reduced in amplitude. With a paused tllnc
base this does not occur; typical output-waveforms with a 
paused time-base are shown in Fig. 14(a). Since the spot doel • 
not move during the dot period, the dot pulses are now· due 
entirely to 'the electron-cloud effect, and are therefore sharply 
pointed. The dash waveform has an irregularity between the 
initial positive pulse and the anticipation pulse, which is caused 
by the time-base pause in the following way . 

If no black-out modulation is applied to the cathode-ray-tube 
grid, the amplifier output waveform is as shown in Fig. 14(c). 

• Reference 8, Section 3.2. 
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Fla .• .f.-Amplifier waveforms. 
(a) Normal waveform uaina. paused time-base. 
(b) "Read" waveform. 
(c) Wud'orm due to timo-bale pauae. 
(d) Dot-on-dash aDd duh-oa-dot waveforms. 

1 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(g) 

(h) 

(t') Normal dub-on-4ol with duh residue, and dot-on·duh waveforms. 
(J) Dot- and dalb-oa-lurrow waveforms. 
(g) Strobe. 
(It) Supertmpoeed wavdonns. 

'Ibe beam CUrTent here is constant throughout the scan and the 
waveform is due soidy to the time-base paWleS. When the spot 
is moving across the acreen with constant velocity, the charge 
distribution is of the form of Fig. 13(0), the trail of charge shown 
being in motion with the spot. When the spot is stopped, the . 
charge distribution is converted to a simple well-distribution of 
charge [Fig. l3(h)] by the' destruction of the positive charge 

which was behind the moying spot aDd by a sliPt building up 
of negative charge behind and be(ore the ltationary spot.· 
These two effects add together to produce the .... tive pulse of 
Fig. 14(c). When the spot starts to move again. the opposite 
eff~t occurs, i.e. the positive trail of charae behind the spot is 
re-created and the neptive charlC in front of the spot it reduced; 
this gives rise to the positive puIIe .... in the Fiaure. The small 
negative charge left bdtind jUlt ...,.. the poIition wIIwe the 
pause occurred [Fig. 13(c)] accoanta'" till iDiIW IIiIIat positive 
tendency of the waveform in Fia. l4(c) ..... dill area in 
question is scanned again; the time ........... of .. Plll6tive por-
tions of the pulse is equal to the time in .... 01 tile neptive 
portion, since the area is left in the same state .. it wu orilinally. 

The form taken by the dash waveform. shown in Fit. l4(a). 
follows from the fOfCIoing. The initial positive pulse results 
only from digging a well, since the time base is stationary at first. 
It is therefore narrower than the pulse resulting from a linear 
time-base, which is due partially to creating a trail of charge 
behind the spot, in addition to digging the well. The negative 
overshoot which follows is due to the negative charge which 
piles up in front of the spot [Fig. 12(c)]. The positive motion, 
which follows the negative overshoot. starts when the spot begins 
to move and is due to the destruction of this charge, together 
with the creation of a trail of positive charge behind the spot as it 
moves away from its initial position. The waveform is com
pleted by the anticipation pulse. 

The precise shape of the amplifier output-waveform is. of 
course, dependent on many factors. which vary between different 
storage units. This is shown by comparing Figs. 14(a) and 14(e), 
which were obtained from two different storage-units using a 
cofllmon time-base, and, although the differences' are marked, 
they are quite tolerable. since, in each, there is a marked difference 
between the pulses, positive and negative, which occur during the 
strobe period. The dot, dash, and digit periods a{!propriate to 
the paused time-base photographs are 1 . 6, 5' 4 and 8 . 5 microsec, 
respectively. The amplitude and .timing of the waveforms in 
Fig. 14 may be estimated by comparison with the strobe wave-

.. form Fig. 14(g), which is 24 volts in amplitude, and recurs at 
8· 5-microsecintervals. 

There are three -conversion processes to consider in the 
operation of writing: 

(a) Writing a dash on a dot. 

The amplifier waveform obtained whilst cOIwerting the dot 
charge-distribution of Fig. 12(a) to the dash charge-distribution 
of Fig. 12(h) is shown in positions 3 and 4 of Fig. 14(d). This 
waveform shows: 

(i) An initial negative pulse, due to the electron cloud fQfming 
when the beam current IS turned on. This occurs whilst the 
spot is paused. ~ 

(ii) A positive-going' portion which starts when the spot 
begins to move. This is due to the creation of the trail of 
charge behind the spot. 

(iii) A final positive pulse, due to the collapse of the electron 
cloud, which occurs when the beam is turned off. 

(h) Writing a dot on a dash. 

The amplifier output-waveform obtained whilst converting 
the dash ·charge-distribution of Fig. 12(h) to the dot charge 
distribution of Fig. 12( c) is shown in posi tions I and 2 of 
Fig. l4(d). This waveform shows: 

(i) A net positive pulse, formed in the normal manner when 
the beam is turned on. 

4 

• The portions of the screen on either side of the line scanned will remain throuaholK 
at a sliahtly neaalive equilibrium potential, which is maintained by a rain of stray 
electrooa arrivina at the !Creen and leavina by le~a8e paths. 
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(ii) A negative overshoot, due to the negative charge which 
piles up in front of the spot. ,. 

(iii) A positive pulse, due to the collapse of the electron cloud 
when the beam is turI;led off. 

~c) Writing a dash Oil a dot with the residue of a previous dash. 

The amplifier output-waveform obtained whilst converting the 
dot charge-distribution of f:ig. 12(c) to the dash charge-distribu
tion of Fig. 12(h) is shown in position 3 of Fig. 14(e). This 
waveform shows: 

(i) An initial negative pulse, due to the electron cloud forming 
when the beam current is turned on. 

(ii) A positive-going portion, due to creating the trail of cQarge 
when the spot begins to move. 

(iii) The negative-going anticipation pulse, due to the merging 
of this trail of charge with the well left since the area was last a 
dash and to the consequent net destruction of positive charge. 
This portion merges with (ii). . 

(iv) A positive pulse, due to the collapse of the electron cloud 
when the beam is turned off. 

Any cyclic method of writi ng dashes on dots. which recurs 
often enough to give a good picture on the oscillograph .. will 
yield tbis last waveform. The method used to produce the 
waveform of.Fig. J4(ti), was to allow the electron beam to. scan 
the line of digit areas at constant beam-current. This gives a 
• 'furrow" which is at the same potential along its length,. except 
for the minor irregularities such as the one shown in Fig. J 3(c). 
Two dashe~, followed by two dots, were written on this furrow, 
and then two dots followed by two dashes. The amplifier 
waveform during this second writing operation is that of 
Fig. 14(d), and, during the first operation, the individual wave-

. forms are similar to those of Fig.'" J4(f). The dot-on-furrow 
waveform of positions 1 and 3 of Fig.14(f) is similar to the dot
oh-dash waveform of Fig. 14(d); the dash-Q,n-furrow waveform 
of positions 2 and 4 is similar to the normal dash waveform, 
except that there is no anticipation pulse. 

Finally, Fig. 14(h) shows the dot-on-dash and dash-on-dot
with-dash-residue waveforms superimposed. They are also 
superimposed on the normal dot-waveform in position 3 and 
on the nonnal dash waveform in position 4. This enables their 
amplituQe and timing to be compared easily, and shows that the 
first part of the hybrid waveforms is the same as that of the 
normal waveform corresponding to the initial charge-distribu
tion. TIle effect of the unbalance in the writing waveforms can 
also be clearly seen, in that the amplifier output-voltage does not 
return immediately to its datum level after the marked asymmetry 
of the dot-on-dash waveform. This is because the amplifier in 
use is an a.c.-coupled one. * The recovery is not quite complete 
before the start of the following digit-period, and the effect is 
cumulative when, say, a whole line of dashes is converted to dots 
on the same sweep, which is the worst condition. With correct 
adjustments of brilliance, focus and amplifier gain, the depression 
of the base line in this instance can be made insufficient to prevent 
correct operation of tqe gate circuit by the last digit waveform in 
the line. 

(7.2) A Staticisor Unit 

The circuit diagram of Fig. J 5 shows one unit of the three 
which comprise the F-staticisor (see Fig. 9). The five units 
of the L-staticisor are similar, except that the four output 
~athodc-followers, V3-V6, are omitted, the single output being 
taken from the suppressor grid of V2. The two diodes in 
the grid circuit of V I, form a coincidence gate which the negative 
pulse, P

II
, opens only for the nth digit of the instruction; this 

appears at the terminal labelled "from Sw" The potential of 

• R efcn:n..:c g, A ppcndix I. 

From 
Sn 

+ 20V +300V 

47kO 

330k-O 

-150V ' 
270kQ 

680kQ 

+300V 

680kQ 
-14V 

-150V 

47kO 
+300V 

2kO 
+ 360V 

....' O'lpF IMQ 

-150V 

·200V 

-J50V 

V5 
CV173 

O/n 

Fig. 15.-Staticisor section n. 
The convention is uted that all pentodes are CVI091 (EFSOLand all diodea are 

CV 1092 (EA50) when they are not marked otherwise, and all unmarked arid-stoppeR 
are 470 ohms. 

the cathodes can move negative, under the influence of the 
resistor connected to the negative supply, only when both diode 
anodes are negative. When either anode returns to its rest level 
of about + 3 volts, V J draws grid current. 

VI and V2 form a direct-connected flip-flop circuit and negative 
pulses, derived by differentiating the halver waveform, H"" 
restore it to its rest condition (if it has been disturbed) at the end 
of every action beat. In this condition, anode current flows in 
V I, so that the fij,p-flop circuit is triggered when a negative pulse 
OCCllTS at the diode cathodes. Triggering can occur only during 
scan beats, so that the flip-flop circuit maintains its state 
for the duration of one complete action beat. The Oln (sup
pressor) output moves from - 60 volts to zero if the staticisor 
unit is triggered, while the lin (suppressor) output moves from 
zero to -- 60 volts. The rJln and lIn outputs move positive 
and negative, respectively, between the levels ~ 10 and -+- ) 20 
volts; their use is described in Section 7.6. 

", 
(7.3) The Pre-Pulse and Stop Circuits 

The fun~ions of the pre-pulse circuit, which is shown on the 
right of Mg: 16, were stated in Section 3.5. In adt!ition to , 
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-+300V 

I 
I 
I 
I 

+300V : CounterO 

to! 
I 

On I 

k>n,pulsel 
: switch : 

-l50V ~ : 

.. 
+3OOV 

O'JPF~~ 
+300V+ 

4:7 
Idl 

620kO. t----o Pre -pul~ 

-lSOY 
Pre-pul~e L..-_________ ------....I 
: switch! Pre-pulse circuit -f50V Stop circuit 

Fla. 16.-U Stop"and pre-pulse circuits. 

generating no more than one pre-pulse for each' operation of 
KSP, the circuit is required to minimize the possibility of gener
atina a mutilated pre-pulSe by pressing the key at an inappro
pria tc instant. When KSP is reJcuod, the condenser connected 
to its moving cOntact is charJCd to a alightly positive potential 
defined by the cathode potential of V7. If the pre-pulse switch 
ia "off," the control grid of V .. is cut off. When KSP is operated, 
contact bo~ may occur, such as is shown in Fig. 17(c), so that, 
while the make contacts are connected, the grid of V4 is raised 
to earth potential [Fig. 17(d)]. The suppressor grid of V4 is cut 
off CX(q)t for a series of positive pubes, obtained by differentiating 
counter 0, which is a repetitive square wave of period twice the 
halvar waveform. 1be anode of V 4 thus remail18 at + 300 volts . 
until the arid and suppres!pr together allow the valv.e to conduct; 
a oeptivc puIae tbco OCCUR. If the grid is raised to earth poten
dII duriq one of the positive suppressor-pulses, the negative 
puIIe Pft'duced at the &BOde may be very small, like the first 
puIID *""' in Fi&. 17(,.). 'The flip-flop circuit, V5 and V6, 
i .......... the aaaUciaor ODe. and the suppressor-grid waveform 
of V5 _I .as a diode ~ gate. A train of negative 4 

puIIIe II .. ed .... by di1I'&eat_tiDa H. (see "waveform at A" in 
FI8. 17). .... of wbkh is a poIIible pre-pulse; however, when 
the .,....., cin:uit ia in ita n!IIt condition, they are prevented 
from .-cbiII die pnt-pUIIc output-tmminal. The small-sized 
puIIe at the ... f1I V4 ~ to triacr the flip-flop circuit; if 
it r. _(I ttl I II'" dilturblmce of the suppressor-grid wa ve
form ~ VS occun at a dine when there is no possible pre-pulse 
at point A. Eventually, a pu1ae will be produced which will 
triaer the flip-ftop ci.rcu.it, and the suppressor-grid waveform of 
VS wiD allow the next paIIe at point A to become a pre-pulse. 
The ~ .,.. tM CODdea.- connected to the moving 
GODtact oIlCSP to a ..,...an. pokIDtial (tee "waveform at 0") 
10 that the pot V4 "'- DOt allow the valve to conduct again, 
• ...,.,row or co.tact bounce which may still persist. 

TheDllllti- .... of counw 0 define an instant suitable for 
re-triI8eriDI the ftip..ftop ciccu.it (see "V6 grid") before another 
....,w.e ('aD be jmerated. Thus, only one. pre-pulse is 
..... b:l for each operation of KSP, provided its action is truly 
a "bftak-belore-make" ODe. 

ID the normal condition of the "stop" flip-flop circuit (VI and 
V2), VI is takina anode current. 1be potential of the cathode 
01 V3 is then about + 30 volts, and, if the pre-pulse switch is 

o 
-60 

-10 

o 

• 

I L • I I I 
IF 

r 

, r , , r 

-- r 
-f--------. I 

Fig. 17.-Waveforms in the pre-pulse circuit. 
(a) Counter O. 

(b) V4 suppressor. 
(c) KSP operated. 
(d) V4 arid. 
(l') V4 anode. 
(f) VS suppresaor 
(g) V6 arid. 
(h) A. 
(j) Pro-pulse. 
(k) B. 

l 

~ 

(c) 
(d) 

(8) 

"on," V4 draws grid current ... The pre-pulse flip-flop circuit is 
triggered by each positive-going edge of counter O. and the sup
pressor-grid waveform of V5 is an inverted copy of counter O. 
so that every other pulse appearing at A becomes a pre-pulse. 
The pre-pulses thus occur at the requisite four-beat intervals. 
The grid of VI can never become negative until the "stop" code, 
III, is set up on the F-staticisor (see Section 7.6). This may 
occur during an S2 beat, whereupon the "stop" flip-flop circuit 
is triggered and the potential on· the cathode of V3 becomes 
about . 60 volts. Before the end of the S2 beat, the grid of 
V4 is cut off; so that the next positive pulse on the suppressor 
grid is prevented from having any effect. Thus, no further pre
pulses occur after the "stop" flip-flop circuit has been triggered 
by the ··stop" instruction; hence, it must be re-triggered by 
external intervention. The ncon pilot lamp in the anode circuit 
of V2 lights when the machine stops . 

. ' 

j 
J 

f 
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(7.4) The Control V-Plate, Instruction-Gate, and Action-Wave- on the diagram representing differentiation; Hs is the paraphased 

form Circuits",. . version of th~ halver waveform Ha' TManode waveform of the 

• Fig. 18 represents the method uscd to genet;tlte these wave- left-hand valve is thus the "SI waveform." shown in Fig. 19. 
forms. The flip-flop circuits and diode coincidl\'lce-gate shown while the suppressor-grid waveform is the "paraphased SI waY-e
are similar to the ones described in Sections 7.2 and 7.3. The form"; this is fed out to th:! "test" circuit (see Section 7.5). The 
pre-pulse (see Fig. J 9) triggers a flip-flop circuit on one grid; it is second flip-flop circuit is triggered by a differentiated SI waveform 
re-triggered on the other grid by Hs waveform. the zig-zag line and re-triggered by a differentiated HI waveform. Since' each 

Instruction Paraphnscd ,Action 
gate action waveform 

waveform w8vefoMn 

Control 
Y-pL.1te 

waveform 

Actiou 
w.wefonn 

trigger' 

trigger pulse coincides with a re-trigger pulse, the trigger pulJe 
must be made of longer duration, so that it can override the 
re-trigger pulse. The control Y-plate waveform (described ia 
Section 3.3) appears at the le~and anode; its amplitude and 
d.c. level are adjusted for the Y -plate of th. cathode-ray tube. 
the deflection being asymmetrical. 

The suppressor-grid wC\.veform appearing at point Q (see 
Fig. 19), is mixed with the paraphased SJ waveform in a diode 
buffer-circuit. The two inputs to this circuit go to the cathodes of 
two diodes, the anodes being connected together, with a leak 
resistor to a positive supply-voltage. Thus, each input can pas$ 

through the circuit to the output without interaction betweerl 
inputs, and the output waveform is the "waveform at R:' This 
is fed to a diode coincidence-gate via a cathode-follower. The 
output of the gate can move negative only when both H .. and 
the waveform at R are negative, and thus the instructioD~pte 
waveform is generated. 

Fig. 18.--Sche-matic of control Y -plate. instruction-gate. and action
waveform circuits. 

The control Y-plate waveform and its paraphased veIioR 
are differentiated, the positive pips being removed. ·TheIe 
differentiated waveforms are mixed in another diode buffer
circuit. after one of them has passed through a contact on the 
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Fig. 19.-Waveforms in the circuits sh\)wn in Fig. 18. 

(a) Pre-pulse. 
(b) H" 
(e) H. tliff.erentiated. 
(d) SI waveform. 
\1') SI differentiated wavefonn. 
U) C Y -plate. ... 
(g) Action waveform tri,.er (auto). 
(I,) Action waveform trilJer (manual). 
(1) H •. 
<k) Parapbued S I. 
(I) Q. 

(m) R . 
(n) lDItruc:tioD .ate. 

(0) 

(b) 

staticisor switch. This gives the waveform caVed "action
waveform trigger," which ~onsists of "tWo pulses for automatic 
operation and one fOr manual operation. It is used to trigger
a further flip-flop circuit which is retrigg~red ''by differentiated 
Ho waveform. The suppressor-grid waveforms of this flip-flop 
circuit form the action and para phased action waveforms which 
were illustrated in Fig. 8. 

~c) (7.5) The Test Circuit 

(d) The functions of the "test" circuit, which is shown schemati-
caUy in Fig. 20, were described in Fig. 1. A coincidence pte, 

(Q) consisting of five diodes with commoned cathodes, generates the 

Cf) 0/13 

(m) 

(n) 

(Suppressor) A read Flip-flop' 

, 

'b 
Fig. 20.-&hematic of the "test" circuit. 

trigger pulse for the "test" flip-flop circuit. For aU codes eJ(cep( 
the "test" one, OIl, at least one of the three inputs from tbe 
F-staticisor is zero volts, which prevents any output. Only 
when the F-staticisor is set to 011 are all three of these inputs 
at - 60 volts; wlkn this occurs, the last digit of the "read" out
put of A is selected by P31 and triggers the flip-flop circuit if it 
is a I. The suppressor-grid waveforms of this flip-flop cira&.it 
are 'fed to two [urther coincidence gates via cathode-followers. 
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, Each of these is inhibited, except during SI beats, by the para
phased SI waveform (see Fig. 19). The third input' of one gate 
is the Po pulse (representing the number I) and that of the other 
gate the PI pulse (representing the number 2). The outputs of 
these two gates are combined in a diode buffer-circuit to form th~ 
-I- 1 or + 2 signal. The action-waveform trigger pulses form a 
~onvenient means ofre-triggering the It''test'' flip-flop circuit 
since the only restriction on the time oT re-triggering is that it 
shall occur after the PI pulse at the beginning ot an SI beat 
and before the P31 pulse at the end of the following A2 beat. 

(7.6) The Decoding Valves 

The possibility of operating a machine with several storage
lIIlits was mentioned in Section 4.1. For example, for 256 storage 
units, eight further staticisor units, numbers 5 to 12, would be 
necessary, forming the E-staticisor (for electronic storage-unit 
selection). Each unit is similar to the unit of the F-staticisor 
described in Section 7.2, except that V3 and V4 are not required. 
An extra valve is necessary in each gate circuit, \n addition to, 
the four described in Appendix 9.2 of Ref. (I); in Fig. 21, V5 is 

+ 300 V 

+300V 

... sov 
1/5 ~--r-\W1IIt 
1/6 
0/7 R 
0/8 
1/9 R 

Write Dot (}'Jo 
0/)) : 
1/12 

+.1QOV 

Fla. ll.-Gate circuit of storage tube number 147. 

the extra valve, and the whole forms the writing unit of ~he gate 
circuit. During scan periods when the suppressor-grid of V5 
is cut off, the anode current of V3 is cut off for long or short 
periods. producing the dot or dash waveform at the cathodt>-ray
tube arid output-terminal. as described in the above reference. 
During action periods, however. if the grid of V5 is at earth 
potential. the cathode-ray tube will be blacked out, irreapettive 
of the anode CUI1'eJlt of V3. This will be so in the example 
chosen, for every coo ..... tion of the E-digits of an instruction 
except ) 1001001 (or 147 in decimal notation). In this cue. all 
the grid-leak .-.iICon. It. .. ",.....,..., to - 1 0 volta, 10 tbat the 
<antrol arid 01 V, il cut ......... cadlode-ray-c.be .... ia 
bright. Witt. -=II of ....... 25' catJaodc>.ray tut., at leut 
one of the Ieab ia CIOiMiCdId to + 120 volta, ~ the other 
seven, causina VS to draw arid c:urreat and hlecti. out the 
athode-ray-tube trace. 1be value of R is not critical. excwt 
that all Ieat NIistors muat be approximately equal; a value of 
2· 5 megobml weald Jiw: aufticimtIy fast operation. Since each 
.,f the staticisQr ~foDowen. V~ and V6 01 Fig. 15. has to 

control 128 of tr.e I'eIiIIkJn, the total loadina on ODe of them 
would be about J8 lc.ilomn.. 

The same tlldlaique il UIOd in the control aate-circuit, to 
arrange that control it briIbtened, during A I and A2. only for 
F numbers eodinI hi 00. In the accumulator gate--circuit, the 
d.c. level of the arid wavelonn of the decoding valve is adjusted, 
by means of a re&istor to the oeptive voltage supply, so that the 
valve conducts only for' F numbers endin&! in 00. .. 

(7.7) TIle 'frMIfer Gates and Ensing Waveform Circuits 

The purpose' of the transfer gates was des<;ribed in Section 4.1. 
The circuit diagram of the outward-transfer gate is shown in 
Fig. 22. This doubJe-cathode-follo.wer type of coincideAce gate 

Action 
waveforms 

l/I .. ~~\IWlIIt 
1/15 

Input 
from stOl'e 

Inputs {~i'lI)-~ 
from 'i_ I 

fm'ther I 

store tubes ~-~]tt_J 
-lS0V 

Fig. 12.~utward-transfer gate. 

is preferred to the diode type, because it gives fast operation 
without putting .. a heavy load on the input sources. Althougb. 
there is only one cathode-ray tube in the store of the machine, 
a buffer circuit is provided to accept the "read" output of severa) 
storage tubes. This is passed on to the output terminal when 
the grid of "2 is negative; this occurs, in general, during A 1 and 
A2. However, when the two F numbers~hich end in 11 occur, 
the arid of V3 is cut off and the gate remains closed. This 
is functionally the same as the aJTalllemeDt shown in Fig. 9. 

1bc inward-transfer gate is similar, except that V3 is omitted 
and the grid of V2 is connected to the store erasing-circuit as 
shown in Fig. 9. There are then two inputs to VI, flom the 
accumulator and the typewriter. 

1be store erasing-waveform circuit consists of a 4-input 
diode coincidence-gate with a cathode-fol1ower connected to ita 
Output. 'The paraphased action waveform prevents the output 
moving' negative except during the Al and A2 periods, when it 
moves to- 60 volts only if all three of the suppressor voltages 
from the F-staticisor are at -- 60 'vt>lts, ,which occurs only for 
the F-number 1 10. The accumulator and control erasing
waveform circuit is similar, except that one connection to the 
F-staticisor is omitted, so that it responds to two F numbers, 
000 and 010 . 
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